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¤ Particle �

¤ ���

¤ Quiz



���	����� At a restaurant

3pm

To Tokyo

11:30pm
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Usually weekend.

Saturday at 8am:  Not 
often

Not at all.
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Complete the sentence

¤ ���� ��� ��
"  ��	�
¤ No, I don’t watch movies at home at all.
¤ ����______________________________�

¤ !� ��#� ����	�
¤ No, I don’t go there very often.
¤ ����______________________________�

¤ ���� �#�� ���	�
¤ Well, I usually go to bed at 2am.
¤ �������______________________________�

¤ �� ��#� �#�#" ! ��	�
¤ Well, I do not read newspapers much.
¤ �������������������
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Fill in the blanks�X if no particle is 
needed)
¤ Why don’t we eat dinner on Saturday?

¤ �#��(          ) �$��$(         ) �� �$
��

¤ Why don’t we study Japanese at the library 
during the weekend?
¤ �!� �(         ) ��"�$(         ) ��$�

(         ) �$
"�� �$��

¤ Why don’t we go to school  at 9?
¤ ��(        ) 	��(  )�
 �$��

¤ Takeshi-san sometimes sleeps in the library in the 
morning.
¤ ����$���
�
(          ) ��(         ) �
�"�$(         ) � ��
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Quiz
¤ Write your official name (for record-keeping purpose) in full.  

No nickname.

¤ All electronic devices (cell phone, tablet, laptop, AND 

wearable (smart watch) must be TURNED OFF and placed 

in your bag.  Please leave it off UNTIL you leave the room.

¤ Remove caps, hats, and hoodie.
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Quiz will end in
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Extending an invitation
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Accepting/declining an invitation

¤���
�(by all 
means.)
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The particle �
¤Phrases marked by ��
¤Person/Item about which you are 

describing.
¤�
�����
¤This part indicates who you are talking 

about
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The particle �
¤Phrases marked by ��
¤Person/Item about which you are describing.
¤Q:����� ��
�
¤A:�������
¤ If you would like to know what sports your 

partner plays…
¤�	�
������
¤This sets up the item of discussion
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The particle �
¤Phrases marked by ��

¤Person/Item about which you are describing.
¤A: ��
��  �!�������
¤B:  		����
¤A:  ����������

¤ This brings up the topic “A” wants to talk 
about…
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���	��������
¤ Assuming that the underlined word is the “topic”,

translate the sentences into Japanese.

¤ Why don’t we eat a hamburger for lunch?
¤�$�&��)-*�(�% ����&	�

¤ Are you going to the library tonight?
¤�&�&����"	&� ����	�

¤ Mary-san will read books at home during the 
weekend.
¤�!�����+',��&������&% # �
��

¤ Why don’t we watch a movie on Saturday.
¤�#������
%  ��&	�



“Approximately”, “About”

¤With a specific time expression…
¤���
¤The particle � becomes optional!
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�	
�� �
����(What 
do you say in Japanese?)
¤Why don’t we play tennis around 10am 

tomorrow?
¤������� !��� ���
	�

¤Today, I am available (use �����
around 2pm.
¤
���� ��� ������

¤This evening, I will go to bed around 11pm.
¤������!���� ����

¤Why don’t we eat dinner around 6pm?
¤�������"��� �����	�



¤Mary-san does not watch TV very much.
¤'#)��"���� %*&!���"�

¤ Takeshi-san does not go to the library at 
all.
¤����"������"��"�"�

��"�

¤Yamada-san sometimes wakes up at 
6am.
¤����"���
�
�"-���
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¤ John-san usually comes to school at 9am.
¤$(+�"������",��	��
��
���
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Negative long form:  ����

¤ Mary-san does not speak Chinese.
¤&#'�"������
�! �����"�

¤ Takeshi-san does not come to campus on 
Sunday.
¤���"�������� ���
� 	�
�"�

¤ College students do not watch TV very much.
¤���
������ $(%! ���"�

¤ Mary-san’s father does not eat sushi at all.
¤&#'�"����"���"�" ��!
����"�


